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THE MILLENNIAL
CAR SHOPPER

Cars.com delivers more millennial car shoppers than any independent research site. 32% of  
our audience is made up of millennials – that’s about 14% higher than competitive sites.1

Cars.com delivers the shopping experience millennials seek – complete with reviews, video and all the  
content and tools available across platforms to match them with a vehicle that suits their lifestyle.

MILLENNIALS ARE IN MARKET.
Millennials represent 40% of the total potential U.S. car buying  
population.  In fact, nearly a quarter of them expect to purchase  
a vehicle in the next 12 months. 2

Millennial consumers now account for a larger percentage of U.S.  
new-vehicle retail sales than their older Gen-X counterparts. 3

THEY LIVE LIFE ONLINE. 
85% of millennials use the internet for vehicle shopping. 4

In fact, they indicated that an average of 3.5 digital sources  
influenced decisions in their automotive shopping journey. 5

THEY’RE MOBILE.
65% of millennials use smartphones to conduct research prior  
to visiting a dealership, and 71% use mobile devices while at the  
dealership. 6

THEY’RE SOCIAL.
68% of millennials trust peer reviews – that’s double the number  
who trust TV (34%) and radio (37%). 3

THEY SEEK PREMIUM FEATURES…  
WITHOUT THE PREMIUM PRICE.
Although many have tight budgets, they seek premium, tech-focused 
features to match their lifestyles.

More than half of millennials: 3

• Want technology that entertains them while driving
• Wish it were easier to customize a vehicles technology post-purchase
•  Would like to connect their smartphone to use all its applications  

through a dashboard interface

Want to learn more about how to connect with the millennial shoppers  
who visit Cars.com? Talk to your Cars.com sales representative.
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